Coordinates 3

1. If we have more than 2, instead of "both" we must use...
   a) All of them
   b) Any of them
   c) None of them

2. If we have more than 2, instead of "either" we must use...
   a) All of them
   b) Any of them
   c) None of them

3. If we have more than 2, instead of "neither" we must use...
   a) All of them
   b) Any of them
   c) None of them

4. Both my brother and Tony .... vegetables.
   a) like
   b) likes

5. Both my friends and yours .... beer.
   a) drink
   b) drinks

6. Neither my sister nor Mike ..... meat.
   a) eat
   b) eats

7. Neither my friends nor yours .... to the cinema every week.
   a) go
   b) goes

8. Either Mike or Tim .... poems
   a) write
   b) writes

9. Either my family or your relatives .... from England.
   a) come
   b) come

10. Neither Jim nor your friends.... how to dance hip-hop.
    a) know
    b) knows

11. Neither your friends nor Jim ... how to dance hip-hop.
    a) know
    b) knows

--------- Key ---------

1. (a)    7. (a)
2. (b)    8. (b)
3. (c)    9. (a)
4. (a)    10. (a)
5. (a)    11. (b)
6. (b)